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Presentations online

 Before you take copious notes, all these 
presentations are online here:

http://www.bushfarms.com/beespresentations.htm



Bee Camp

 http://www.bushfarms.com/beescamp.htm
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Swarm being hived



Swarm Queen Cells



Causes of swarming

 Overcrowding swarm

 No place to put nectar so the brood nest is 
clogged

 Add supers

 Honey or pollen clogging the brood nest
 Remove combs of honey and add empty frames 

to occupy bees drawing wax

 No place to cluster
 Slatted Rack, follower boards, more supers

 Not enough ventilation
 Screened Bottom Boards

 Top entrances



Causes of swarming

 Reproductive swarm

 This is the goal of a successful hive

 Preparation started the fall before

 Intent is well set by early spring



Reproductive Swarm Sequence

 Put away excess stores to build up in late 
winter and hit a high enough population to be 
able to swarm before the main flow

 Start rearing brood in late winter

 All resources focused on building up 
population while storing enough honey to 
insure getting through the winter

 When population peaks, backfill the brood 
nest



Sequence from decision to swarm

Once there are enough bees and enough stores 
the brood nest is backfilled starting this 
sequence:

 Since the brood nest is filled with nectar, this 
frees the emerging bees who would have 
been nurses so they are unemployed

 And frees the queen from laying so she can 
slim down to fly with the swarm

 And the hive won’t need nurse bees (no open 
brood) so they can swarm



Swarming

 Queen cells are built

 Usually sometime right around or shortly after 
they are capped the hive swarms.  
Depending on the weather this can be as 
long as when the queen cells are about to 
emerge.

 The old queen and the unemployed nurse 
bees leave and cluster on a nearby branch

 Scout bees find a new location and they 
swarm flies off to their new home

 If the hive is still overcrowded one of the 
virgin queens will leave with more of the bees 
in an afterswarm



Heading off this sequence

The Late Walt Wright’s Nectar Management

Nectar management changes the sequence by fooling 
the bees into believing they don’t have enough stores 
to swarm

Basically it's putting alternating frames of empty drawn 
comb and capped honey directly ABOVE the brood 
nest.

If you would like to purchase a copy of Walt's 
manuscript, it's about 60 pages long and last I heard 
was $8 in a pdf by email or $10 on paper. You can 
contact his son-in-law at this address: Roy A. 
Kesmodel; PO Box 338; Ardmore, TN 38449-0338; or 
WaltWright_ at hotmail dot com (don’t forget the 
underscore)



Redirecting after the sequence is 

started

Assuming no swarm cells

 Open the brood nest

 Insert empty frames between drawn brood 
frames.  The number is dependant on the 
strength of the hive.

 Expand the brood nest to the next box

 Sometimes called “pyramiding up”

 This involved moving some of the brood 
frames up to the box above to get the brood 
nest expanded into more than one box



Sequence after opening the brood nest

 Unemployed nurse bees start drawing comb, 
so they are now employed

 The queen has somewhere to lay

 More nurse bees are employed caring for the 
new brood the queen is laying



When to open the brood nest

 It’s best to do this as early as they can fill the 
gap, where you want to put the empty frame, 
with festooning bees before they start getting 
“honey bound”

 This should be done anytime in the spring 
when you observe the brood nest getting 
clogged with honey and the brood nest 
contracting instead of expanding, while the 
population of bees is peaking

 BEFORE they start building swarm cells



Hopelessly committed

 Once they are building swarm cells, my 
experience is they are hopelessly committed 
to swarming.  I would do a split.  You can get 
a lot of nice queens from this kind of a split.

 Destroying swarm cells usually results in a 
queenless colony as they have often already 
swarmed when you destroy them, or they go 
ahead and swarm even though you destroy 
them



Do swarm cells make swarmy bees?

In my opinion no. Here’s a quote that mirror’s 
my opinion:

"For years our bee journals have been printing 
reams of articles on the question of a non-
swarming strain of bees. It has always 
seemed to me there was a lot of time wasted 
advocating such an improbable 
accomplishment, because nature would 
hardly yield to an arrangement that in itself 
might destroy the species. If accomplished it 
would be tantamount to breeding the mating 
instinct out of domestic animals." --P.C. 
Chadwick ABJ, April 1936 



Splitting a swarm committed hive

 Put every frame with any queen cells in it's 
own nuc with a frame of honey and let them 
rear a queen. This usually relieves the 
pressure to swarm and gives me very nice 
queens.

 If you can find her, put the old queen in a nuc 
with a frame of brood and a frame of honey 
and leave one frame with queen cells at the 
old hive to simulate a swarm. Many bees are 
now gone and so is the old queen. 



Nucs

Different sized nucs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 frame 
mediums.



Reasons for doing a split

 To prevent swarms.

 To get more hives. 

 To requeen. 

 To get more production. 

 To get less production (for people who don't 
want too many hives or too many bees). 

 To raise queens. 



Timing for doing a split

 As soon as commercial queens are available, 
or as soon as drones are flying, depending on 
if you want to buy or raise queens, you CAN 
do a split. It depends on what you want for a 
outcome. 



Variations

 There are an infinite variety of methods for 
doing a split. Many of these are because of 
the desired outcome (swarm prevention, 
maximizing yields, maximizing bees etc.) 
Some are also due to preferences for buying 
queens or letting the bees raise queens.

 Every variation has a slightly different 
outcome.



Concepts of splits

Both resulting colonies need:
 Queen or the resources to make one
 Adequate supply of honey and pollen
 Adequate supply of bees

 Account for drift back to the original site

 Natural structure in the brood nest. 
 Brood combs belong together. 
 Drone brood goes on the outside edge
 Pollen and honey go outside that. 

 A direction.  The old adage is that you can try to raise 
more bees or more honey.  If you want both, then  with a 
cutdown split you can:
 Maximize honey in the old location 
 Maximize bees in the new split



Concepts of splits

 Using a laying queen will shorten the time 
they are queenless.  

 Rearing a queen will take an average of 24 
days.  

 Introducing a queen will take an average of 4 
days 

 Difference of 21 days.

 Letting them rear their own queen is more 
likely to get local acclimatized genetics, and 
possible some survivor genes.



Basic Kinds of splits

 Even split

 Walk away split

 Typical split

 Cut down split

 Demaree

 Swarm prevention split



Even split 

 You take half of everything and divide it up. 

 Remember to respect the brood nest structure.

 Face both of new hives at the sides of the old 
hive

 So the returning bees aren't sure which one to 
come back to.

 In a week or so, swap places to equalize the 
drift to the one with the queen. 



Walk away split 

 You take a frame of eggs, two frames of 
emerging brood and two frames of pollen and 
honey and put them in a 5 frame nuc

 Shake in some extra nurse bees (making 
sure you don't get the queen)

 Put the lid on and walk away.

 Come back in four weeks and see if the 
queen is laying. 



Simplified Walk away split 

 You take the top box off of a two box hive (or 
the middle box from a three box hive) in the 
early spring when there are bees in both 
boxes and there is likely brood in both boxes 
and set it on it’s on bottom board with it’s own 
lid

 Walk away.

 Come back in four weeks and see if there a 
good number of bees in both

 Combine if there is not



Typical split 

 Same as the walk away, but you introduce a 
queen you bought.

 They will be three weeks ahead of the hive 
that is raising their own queen, so you will 
have to put them in a larger box than a nuc to 
start with. 



Demaree

 Take the queen and half the brood etc. and 
put it above a double screen

 Come back in four weeks and look for a 
queen in both

 Remove the double screen and replace with 
an excluder

Picture from Brushy Mt.



Simplified Demaree

 Take the top box of a two box hive and put it 
above a double screen

 Come back in four weeks and look for a good 
number of bees in both

 If both are strong in bees, remove the double 
screen and replace with an excluder 
otherwise just remove the screen

Picture from Betterbee



Cut down split 

Concepts of a cut down: 

 Free up bees to forage because they have no 
brood to care for

 Crowd the bees up into the supers to 
maximize them drawing comb and foraging.

 Especially useful for comb honey production 
and more so for cassette comb honey 
production as it crowds them into the tight 
spaces.

 Will produce more honey regardless of the 
kind of honey you wish to produce.



Cut down split 

 This is very timing critical. It should be done 
shortly before the main honey flow. (two 
weeks is optimum)

 Requires a strong hive

 Put almost all the open brood, honey and 
pollen and the old queen in a new hive

 Leave all the capped brood, some of the 
honey and a frame with eggs with the old hive

 Leave the old hive with less brood boxes and 
more supers.



They are now really crowded.

Why don’t they swarm?

 The new hive won't swarm because it doesn't 
have a workforce (which all returns to the old 
hive).

 The old hive won't swarm because it doesn't 
have a queen or any significant amount of 
open brood. It will take at least six weeks or 
more for them to raise a queen and get a 
decent brood nest going.



What do I gain?

 You still get a lot of production from the old 
hive because they are not busy caring for 
brood.

 You get the old hive requeened

 You get a split.

 If you let the old hive requeen itself you get a 
break in the brood cycle which will cost the 
Varroa a brood cycle as well.



Variations on a Cutdown split

 Leave the queen with the old hive

 Take ALL the open brood out.

OR

 Put a new queen in the old hive

 Put the old queen in the new hive

OR

 Confine the queen two weeks before the flow 
so there will be no open brood to care for and 
free the nurse bees to forage and don’t split



Simplified cut down split

 Take the all but the bottom brood box off and 
put them on a new stand

 Add supers to the original hive

 Add a super to the new hive

 Come back in four weeks and look for a good 
number of bees in each, combine any weak 
ones with another hive



Cutdown Split/Combine

 This is a way to get the same number of hives, new 
queens and a good crop.

 Set up two hives right next to each other (touching 
would be good.  The previous winter would be a good 
time).

 Two weeks before the main flow remove all the open 
brood and most of the stores from both hives

 Remove the queen from one hive, and put it in a hive 
at a different location with all the open brood. (the 
same yard is fine, but a different place).

 Combine all the capped brood, the other queen, or a 
new queen (caged), or no queen and one frame with 
some eggs and open brood (so they will raise a new 
one) into one hive in the middle of the old locations 
so all the returning field bees come back to the one 
hive. 



Stratified Cutdown Split

In early spring when you have about two boxes of bees:

 While they won’t be entirely one or the other, sort the 
frames into

 Mostly Honey

 Mostly Open brood

 Mostly Capped or emerging brood

 Box of honey on the bottom

 Queen and some drawn empty comb and at least 
one frame of open brood in the next box 

 Excluder on top of that

 Open Brood

 Capped Brood



Stratified Cutdown Split

Once a week:

 Catch the queen

 Put the top box (that was emerging brood) 
and on top of the bottom box with the queen

 Excluder

 Box that had the queen (now open brood)

 Box that was open brood (now capped brood)



After three weeks

 You now have very distinct stratification of 
brood age.  On day 7 (before rearranging) 
from top to bottom:

 14-21 days old (capped and emerging brood)

 7-13 days old (older and capped brood)

 0-6 days old (eggs and young brood)

 Honey



Stratified hive

Capped Brood

Open Brood

Queen and empty or 
emerging comb

Honey



Two weeks before the flow

 You can now easily sort open brood and eggs 
into the split and leave capped/emerging at 
the old location



www.bushfarms.com

 More information concerning splits, swarm 
prevention, top bars, crush and strain, natural 
cell size and Varroa, top entrances, horizontal 
hives, lighter equipment, queen rearing, 
general beekeeping, observation hives and 
many other topics.

 Many classic queen rearing books.

 Huber’s New Observations on the Natural 
History of Bees



Contact

 bees at bushfarms dot com

 www.bushfarms.com

 Book: The Practical Beekeeper


